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Abstract. A PIM-SM-built multicast tree must be restructured/recovered when the underlying unicast routing tables change. In this article we
describe the PIM-SM recovery mechanisms and evaluate the recovery
performance, showing its dependence on a range of network and session
parameters. Our results show that a significant recovery performance
improvement is possible if the multicast recovery is immediately triggered
when the unicast routing state changes. Furthermore, our results show
that a substantial packet loss can be caused by non-reductive, “benign”
events in the network, such as an addition of a new link.
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Introduction

Stephen Deerings Ph.D. dissertation and the ensuing work in IETF on multicast protocols were the foundation for IP multicast [1, 2, 3]. The subsequent
establishment of Mbone [4] positioned IP multicast as an emerging, powerful
IP technology supporting a range of new, primarily multimedia applications. To
address the inherent scalability problems of this technology, “Protocol Independent Multicast – Sparse Mode” (PIM-SM, [5]) was developed, and it is the most
widely used multicast routing protocol today.
PIM-SM creates and maintains unidirectional multicast trees based on explicit Join/Prune protocol messages. These control messages are sent on a nodeto-node basis. PIM is “protocol independent” in the sense that it is independent
of the underlying unicast protocol — it can run on top of any unicast routing
protocol.
To build a multicast tree, PIM multicast routers use a mechanism called
Reverse Path Forwarding [6]. RPF determines the direction to the root of the tree
using the unicast routing tables. This information is used to select an interface on
which Join/Prune messages are sent, and where the multicast packets originated
at the root are expected to arrive. Based on received Join/Prune messages,
routers maintain a set of mappings between the input interface and the output
interfaces for each known multicast group.
In case of unicast routing change, all multicast routing entries are reexamined using the RPF mechanism in order to determine the (possibly) new input

interface. This process of reestablishing the multicast tree we call tree recovery.
If the new input interface differs from the old one, the multicast routing entry is
updated: the new input interface is set instead of the old one and the new input
interface is removed from the output interface list, if it was in it. Finally, control
messages are sent to the neighboring routers: Join at the new input interface
and Prune at the old input interface, if it is operational. In the transient phase,
from the unicast routing change to the stabilization of the new multicast tree,
packet loss may occur.
PIM-SM has received substantial attention in the research community [7, 8].
Also, significant research has been done on application-level error recovery for
real-time IP multicast [9] and reliable multicast applications [10]. However, there
has been less attention on the multicast tree recovery at the network level. Wang
et al. [11] focussed on the performance of fault recovery in PIM Dense Mode
running over OSPF. In addition, they analyzed the qualitative aspect of fault
recovery of PIM running over OSPF. Our work extends these results and focuses
on the performance of PIM-SM recovery.
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Problem Statement

The performance of PIM-SM tree recovery is influenced by a range of factors,
including the network topology properties (e.g. average node degree, link delay),
multicast session properties (e.g. group size and data flow properties) and routing mechanisms (e.g. unicast routing protocol and multicast recovery initiation
method).
In this paper we explore the effect of these parameters on the performance of
PIM-SM recovery. In particular, the multicast recovery initiation can be based on
periodic polling of the unicast routing tables (periodic recovery), or on receiving
of an explicit change notification from the unicast routing process (triggered
recovery). The periodic recovery is more common in practice, since it does not
assume that the unicast routing is aware of the multicast routing. In our work
we analyze performance and cost aspects of both mechanisms.
The unicast routing changes are caused by events belonging to three broad
classes: Topology Reduction, e.g. link failure, removal or node failure, Topology Enrichment, e.g. link recovery or adding a new link and Dynamic Routing
Change, e.g. link metric change. If topology reduction has occurred, the packet
loss is often inevitable, since it takes time to reconstruct the multicast tree using
alternative links. Intuitively, events belonging to the other two classes, called benign events in the rest of this paper, should not cause any packet loss. However,
the standard PIM-SM recovery procedure implies that, in the case of a changed
input interface, the old input interface is immediately disabled. In other words,
events such as enrichment of the network by a new, operational link can also
cause multicast packet loss. In this paper we evaluate the PIM-SM recovery performance both in the case of topology reduction (link failure) and a benign event
(link recovery).
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Performance Evaluation

We have developed a simulation model of PIM-SM [12] using the Network Simulator (NS) framework [13]. The model provides a general implementation of
PIM-SM (routing based on explicit Join/Prune protocol messages, soft state
with periodic refresh etc.) and a detailed implementation of the PIM-SM recovery [5]. The model is parameterized through a range of parameters including the
average node degree, link delay, group density, CBR source rate etc. The unicast
routing is based on the NS’s standard distributed implementation of the Distance Vector protocol. We use random network topologies constructed to reflect
real transport networks [14, 15].
In each simulation instance, after the multicast distribution tree has stabilized and the source has started to send data, a randomly chosen link within the
multicast tree is taken down. This event we call “link-down” event. After the
multicast tree has recovered, the link is reintroduced in the network (“link-up”
event). We measure the packet loss in receivers caused by these events.
To evaluate the effect of the different parameters on PIM-SM recovery performance, we conduct a set of simulations where the parameters are varied within
anticipated real network values. The following parameter ranges are chosen: recovery mechanism (periodic p=20ms, periodic p=50ms or triggered) average
node degree (D={2.5, 3.0, ..., 5.0}) and group density (5, 10, 15, 20 receiver
nodes out of 30 in the network). The average link delay in all test networks is
3ms, bandwidth 10Mb/s, CBR rate is 500packets/second and the packet length
is 320Bytes.
3.1

Performance Evaluation Basis

In this subsection we first analyze unicast recovery. We find the average packet
loss in a unicast data flow when a link goes down, under the same conditions as in
the forthcoming multicast study. We will use these results as a comparison for the
multicast recovery performance. Furthermore, we present how many multicast
receivers are affected by the tree recovery and how often the packet loss occurs.
These data are significant for a proper evaluation of the multicast packet loss
figures presented later in this section.
We believe that it is only of interest to consider simulation instances where
tree recovery after link-down is possible. Hence, we are not considering simulation
instances where the link-down event resulted in disconnected topology.
Unicast Loss. Our study is performed in networks using a unicast routing
protocol based on the Distance Vector (DV) algorithm. When DV is used, each
node has sufficient information to immediately repair the failed route if and only
if the alternative route is two hops long. If three or more hops are necessary, the
upstream node will discard the packets while the routing updates are exchanged
and the routing state converges. This period will be longer in sparse networks
due to longer alternative routes.

If a Link State (LS) protocol implementation is used, the unicast packet
loss is not dependent on the average node degree. The unicast routing update
flooding starts as soon as the link failure is detected. After receiving the update,
each node can calculate the alternative route instantly. Therefore the packet loss
will occur mainly due to the loss of packets traversing the faulty link, and it will
be lower than the corresponding one for a DV routing protocol.
We have measured the DV unicast recovery performance as the packet loss in
a unicast flow with same properties as the tested multicast flow (10Mb/s CBR
flow, 500packets/second, 320Bytes packets). The unicast flow traverses the same
faulty link as the multicast flow presented in the remainder of this section.
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Fig. 1. Unicast packet loss, depending on the average node degree. The expected onlink loss is 1.5 packets because NS excludes the link transmission time in its loss model

Figure 1 (left) shows the Distance Vector unicast loss depending on average
node degree. Our results provide a good illustration of the quick recovery in
highly connected networks. In 30-nodes networks with the average node degree
of 5, the probability of having a two-hop alternative path for a link failure is
very high. Hence, the DV packet loss for degree 5 is expected to be just above
the minimum, estimated loss of the packets traversing the link:
Lmin = R · (dp + dt ) = 500 s−1 · 0.003256 s = 1.628

(1)

where R is the packet rate, dp is the 3 ms link propagation delay and dt is the
0.256 ms packet transmission time. In our simulation environment the minimum
loss is even lower than the estimated minimum (1), since the NS loss model
implementation excludes the packet transmission time.
As expected, the LS packet loss is independent of the average node degree
(Fig. 1, right).

Affected Receivers. A link failure within the multicast tree will always affect
at least one receiver. It is important to present how many receivers are affected
in order to gain a complete view of the recovery performance.
The multicast trees are higher (more hops on average from the source to each
of the receivers) in the networks with low connectivity than in the networks with
high connectivity. Therefore, a link failure is more likely to affect a receiver in a
network with low connectivity than in a network with high connectivity.
Figure 2 (left) shows the average number of receivers affected by a single
failure. For example, 33% receivers are affected in networks with the average
node degree D=2.5 and with group size 5, and only 10% in D=5.0 networks
with 20 receivers.

Sources for Packet Loss. Packet loss may occur due to both link-down and
link-up events. The link-down event causes loss in 95% cases in the triggered
recovery and almost always in the periodic recovery, regardless of the network
parameters. The link-up event, however, causes packet loss only if the input
interface has changed, which is more probable in low connectivity networks. This
is the case since the alternative paths in the high connectivity networks will in
general be shorter and “closer” to the original path — achievable through change
of output interfaces in the transit nodes only.
The link-up event causes loss from ∼50% cases in D=5 networks to 80% cases
in D=2.5 networks (Fig. 2, right).
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Fig. 2. Consequences of tree recovery: mean number affected receivers (left) and events
causing the packet loss out of 1000 simulation instances (right)

3.2

Link-Down Event

When a branch is removed from the multicast tree, the downstream nodes will
be cut off until an alternative route is established. The total cutoff time T is
bounded:
Tm ≤ T ≤ Tu + p + Tm
where Tu is the time it takes to recover the unicast routing, p is the unicast
routing check period (20ms and 50ms in our simulations, zero for the triggered
recovery) and Tm is the multicast routing recovery time (upstream propagation
of the Join-messages to the closest node in the tree).
Tu is shorter for larger average node degrees. Tm decreases as the probability
of a nearby in-tree node increases, influenced by the number of receivers and the
average node degree.
We expect T to perform much better on average than the worst case. First,
the expected time before the multicast recovery starts is p/2. Also, the unicast recovery time is often included in this period. Furthermore, the multicast
recovery may start before the unicast is completely recovered in the triggered recovery. This happens because the unicast routing recovery takes several routing
message exchanges to stabilize, and that the multicast recovery succeeds quickly
since the neighboring node may be a member of the same multicast group. In
the process of unicast routing, the multicast input interface may temporarily
point in wrong direction. This has no effect on the final multicast routing entry,
since it is always coherent with the unicast routing.
Our performance evaluation results are shown in Fig. 3. For the same recovery
mechanism and number of receivers, each sextuple of adjacent bars represents the
six average network degrees (2.5 to 5) we have tested. The standard deviation in
these measurements ranges from ∼2.5 packets for the triggered recovery with 20
group members to ∼7.5 packets for the periodic recovery with 5 group members.
The unicast loss pattern (Fig. 1, left) is recognizable in the charts for low
group sizes. For higher group sizes, the multicast recovery often suceeds before
the unicast is completely recovered due to the high probability of the neighbor
node beeing a member of the multicast group, thereby obscuring the unicast loss
pattern.
The effect of the node degree and the group size is shown in the characteristic
pattern where the performance increases by ∼3 packets from D=2.5 networks
with 5 receivers to D=5.0 networks with 20 receivers, for both periodic and
triggered recovery.
We can observe that the loss performance is dominated by the unicast routing
check period p: the mean loss value for the triggered, periodic p=20ms and
periodic p=50ms recovery is 4.5, 8.8 and 15.8 packets, respectively. The difference
between the first two is 4.3 packets. The expected time between the link down
event and the recovery procedure initiation is p/2=10ms or 5 packets. The 0.7
packet difference is caused by the overlap between the unicast and multicast
recovery.
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Fig. 3. Mean packet loss per affected receiver, link-down event. Each sextuple of adjacent bars represents the six average node degrees: 2.5 (leftmost) to 5 (rightmost) links
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3.3

Link-Up Event

When a network link recovers, the unicast routing tables are updated for routers
that have the link in a shortest path route. In our scenario, the unicast routing
tables become the same as before the link-down event. The multicast routing
process notices this benign event, and starts the recovery procedure in order to
reestablish the better multicast tree.
The PIM-SM recovery procedure implies that the old input interface on a
router is closed instantaneously when the new input interface is chosen. It takes
time for the multicast flow to propagate over the new branch. The packet loss
in this case is dependent on the branch propagation delay, which has fewer hops
and a shorter delay in networks with high node degree.
The mean packet loss caused by the link-up event is shown in Fig. 4. The
packet loss is largely independent of the recovery period, since the old input interfaces are operational and unchanged even though the unicast routing changes
in this period.
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Overhead Comparison

PIM-SM tree recovery includes the multicast routing table recalculation and the
exchange of Join/Prune control messages on the new links. These actions will
respectively cause additional router CPU consumption and the network load
increase. We provide an estimate of how often the overhead is incurred for the
the two recovery types (periodic/triggered).
Computational Overhead. Each time the unicast routing state has changed,
an RPF check has to be done for each multicast routing entry. The triggered
recovery will be invoked only when the changes have occurred, justifying the
routing table processing. If Distance Vector unicast routing is used, the procedure
can be invoked repeatedly as the unicast routing stabilizes. This will additionally
stress the system in the transient phase.
The periodic recovery needs to know if there has been any changes in unicast
routing tables since the last invocation of the recovery procedure. If this is impossible, because e.g. the unicast routing is unaware of the coexisting multicast
routing and does not release the last update information, the only implementable
solution is the least effective, periodic recovery with unicast routing table processing in each invocation.
Communication Overhead. In PIM-SM recovery the communication overhead consists of two parts, the transmission of packets that are rejected due
to wrong input interface and the Join/Prune messages triggered by multicast
routing changes. The PIM-SM standard specifies sending the prune message on
the old input interface and merging Join/Prune messages for many multicast
groups, thereby minimizing the communication overhead.

The periodic recovery will send at most one Join/Prune message, and only
if the input interface has changed. The triggered recovery may send several
Join/Prune messages, as the DV routing stabilizes.
Repeated Recovery Invocations in Triggered Recovery. To understand
the amount of the additional overhead in transient period in the triggered recovery, we have counted the number of calls and the number of input interface
changes in our simulator. We have tested D=3.0 topologies with a single, fivemember group.
The link-down event caused an average of 1.75 recovery procedure invocations
per multicast node. A maximum of 13 invocations was registered, however, 4
or fewer invocations were registered in more than 95% cases. A maximum of
5 Join/Prune messages per node was sent. In 75% cases the input interface
remained the same (zero Join/Prune messages sent), and in additional 20% cases
a single Join/Prune was sent.
This result shows that, in our DV simulation environment, the triggered
recovery induced a 75% higher computational overhead and a slightly higher
control message overhead, as compared to the periodic recovery.
Link State Routing. A Link State unicast routing protocol will receive at
most one unicast routing update for each event (e.g. single link removal). This
implies that at most one multicast recovery procedure invocation will occur, even
in the triggered recovery. In other words, in LS-based networks, the triggered
and the periodic recovery will have similar computational and communication
overhead.
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Conclusion

We have evaluated the PIM-SM recovery performance depending on the recovery
mechanism and various topology and session parameters. Packet loss occurs due
to both reductive and benign events. We simulated a reductive event as a link
failure (link-down event) and a benign event as the link recovery (link-up event).
The link-down event causes packet loss in at least 95% cases in our test
environment, regardless of the other parameter settings. The triggered recovery
has superior performance as compared to the periodic recovery. The triggered
recovery will in general have computational and communication overhead of the
same order as the periodic recovery, but may not be implementable on some
systems. Other factors (e.g. average node degree) have a moderate effect on the
performance. In general, PIM-SM recovers quickly, showing performance close
to the underlying unicast recovery.
The packet loss caused by the link-up event is unnecessary high, and can
be decreased using an improved recovery algorithm. Detailed specification and
analyze of this algorithm is the topic of our current research.
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